Dr. Lekki Wood receives 2010 Spring Career Enhancement Award

February 1, 2010

Dr. Lekki Wood, a post-doctoral fellow in the Section on Statistical Genetics in the department of Biostatistics at UAB is one of the four recipients of the 2010 Spring Career Enhancement Award from UAB’s Office of Postdoctoral Education.

The Postdoctoral Career Enhancement Award was established in 2001 to provide opportunities for postdoctoral scholars to enhance their professional development. Allowable activities include internships up to a one month period, attending workshops, visiting laboratories to perform collaborative studies, travel to national and international professional conferences to present current findings, and, in general, expand their horizons. Additional activities may be approved for funding. The award amount, which varies from year to year, will be $1,500.00 for 2010.

Website:  http://postdocs-uab.infomedia.com/content.asp?formid=2445&id=235318

Go to Lekki Wood PhD web page.